MILANO - Friday, 21 November 2014 from 09:00 to 16:00 (CET)
Grand Hotel Visconti Palace, Viale Isonzo, 14, 20135 Milan, Italy

Programme

9.00 - 9.30  Welcome Coffee
9.30 - 10.00 Introduction

Session 1
10.00 - 11.00 Joining the dots in the academic and research environment, including DOI use cases from CrossRef (publications), DataCite (datasets) and Cineca (Research Information System for Universities)
Speakers: Ed Pentz, Jan Brase, Susanna Mornati
11.00 - 11.15 Tech corner by Geoffrey Bilder: Content Negotiation
11.15 - 11.30 Q&A

Session 2
11.30 - 12.30 Expanding the DOI to new context of applications, including DOI use cases from EIDR (movie and entertainment industry); OPOCE (Public Sector); Airiti (educational and MooC)
Speakers: Raymond Drewry, Carol Riccalton, Chuuk Wei
12.30 - 12.45 Tech corner by Godfrey Rust: Identification and cross domain metadata interoperability
12.45 - 13.00 Q&A
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch

Session 3
14.00 - 15.15 How DOI can be used to support easy rights management, including speakers from mEDRA, RDI project, UK Copyright Hub, EIDR, FORWARD project
Speakers: Paola Mazzucchi, Mark Hewis, Raymond Drewry, Gabriella Scipione
15.15 - 15.30 Tech corner by Larry Lannom: Contextual Multiple Resolution, with updates from the IDF technical WG
15.30 - 15.45 Q&A
15.45 - 16.00 Wrap up

Participation requires registration using the following link: https://doioutreach2014.eventbrite.com